
 

Torrente El Brazo Tonto De La Ley Pelicula Completal
what we get with torrente is less a film than a mishmash of many of the director's previous films - from the lowbrow humor of "bojota" to the intense, dark drama of "la hiena." the characters are as flat as the lead. torrente's nephew gets a chance to shine and is worth a look for that alone, but otherwise this is less a movie than a package of old

material, some good old chum-chum but nothing more. santiago segura's "torrente" is a bit of a mess. while it is a comedy, the jokes are far too obvious and the characters are too transparent. it's an odd mixture of fantasy, gags, blaxploitation, and comedy. torrente is a genius of low comedy, a bounty hunter gone to seed. he is the low brow version of
the spencer tracy character, but more than that it is a parody of reality shows like cops and law and order. the whole affair feels like the accidental result of some poor script writer's idea to have an unemployed hero with a tendency to say the wrong thing and flash his badge at the wrong moment. if only there were more tv in the world where a show

like this could work.. but the problem isn't that the jokes fall flat it's that the plot is so thin that it can barely hold them up. torrente is really a character study of a man who is constantly presented with the paradox of the law and the order. as a cop he wants to do the right thing but can't. as an amateur detective he is willing to risk his life and
reputation but can't be bothered to do much more than look around and make mumbling sounds. in the end he walks away from all this and just tries to be a good man.
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for the most part this is pure slapstick comedy. the only time you feel anything for the characters is when they are forced into a compromising position. these are well acted but are so short they simply don't have enough time to say much more than a line and a smile. the whole affair is just a string of moments that come and go with almost no
connection to the others. there's a fine line between comedy and insult and torrente strays too far into the latter. there are some farcical moments but none as inspired as those of the first film and the later half of the film - when the plot turns into a full blown police procedural - remains one of the most interesting and successful uses of genre in a long

while. it's the same as it always was: torrente goes to his long lost uncle, a dirty old man who lives in a house on top of a flophouse. he must convince his uncle to tell him where his lost will is and put it back where it belongs. this is a precursor to the real plot which consists of torrente having to find his own will and live a life of his own choosing for a
change. torrente is once again in dire need of a little cash and a few more "uncles" when he goes to talk to the agent assigned to watch over his informant. she's a fiery latina named milagros but when she takes a liking to torrente it becomes clear that there is more to the lass than meets the eye and a far more interesting and dangerous plan than

he'd anticipated. milagros and torrente are to be married, but while the wedding is being planned milagros is trying to work her way up the ranks of the police force and she is using torrente to do it. it's a bit of a wacky and wonderful story that's part action, part murder mystery and part comedic western. 5ec8ef588b
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